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The Parallel Particle Mesh (PPM) library is a parallelization layer for hybrid particle-mesh sim-
ulations based on MPI [1]. It provides an API infrastructure for transparently distributing the data
and operations of hybrid particle-mesh simulations onto distributed-memory computers.

Hybrid particle-mesh methods provide a versatile simulation framework for both discrete and con-
tinuous models. When simulating discrete models, the computational particles directly correspond to
the interacting entities. Examples include molecular dynamics, simulations of car traffic, and Monte
Carlo methods. When simulating continuous models, such as PDEs, the particles correspond to La-
grangian tracer points of the continuous fields or to the collocation points of a mesh-less discretiza-
tion scheme, such as smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH), reproducing kernel particle methods
(RKPM), moving least squares, or particle strength exchange (PSE). Far-field interactions are effi-
ciently computed on a regular Cartesian background mesh, leading to hybrid particle-mesh methods,
such as vortex methods for incompressible fluid mechanics or PIC methods for plasma physics.

The PPM core implements parallel data and operation abstractions for particle-mesh methods [2].
Frequently used solvers are implemented in the PPM numerics package, but the user code (the “PPM
client”) implements the specific numerics (see Fig. 1). The abstractions in PPM are on an intermediate
level of granularity, making communication overhead explicit. No abstraction contains “hidden” internal
communication and all communication is controlled by the client program.

The PPM core uses an object-oriented software architecture [3] and has recently been supplemented
with multi-threading/multi-processing and GPU support for moment-conserving particle-mesh inter-
polation. Recent work has focused on developing a domain-specific language and a source-to-source
compiler that translates workflow specifications in this language to compilable PPM client source code.

PPM has been used in diverse applications ranging from molecular dynamics to discrete element
simulations of granular flows to continuum fluid mechanics, and PPM-based codes have frequently
outperformed hand-parallelized benchmark codes [2].
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Fig. 16. Iso-surfaces of the vorticty (|!| = 10) for t=5.0, 6.0, 9.0, 10.5, 12.0, and 14.2.
The surfaces are colored according to the magnitude of the vorticity components
perpendicular to the tube axes.

5 Summary

We have presented new Parallel Particle Mesh library ppm which provides
a general-purpose, physics-independent infrastructure for simulating contin-
uum physical systems using particle methods employing particle, mesh, and
hybrid particle-mesh algorithms. The design goals included ease of use, flexi-
bility, state-of-the-art parallel scaling, good vectorization, and platform inde-
pendence.

Ease of use was achieved by limiting the number of user-callable functions and
using generic interfaces and overloading for di!erent variants of the same task.
The library has demonstrated its ease of use in the process of developing the
client applications presented in this paper. Within a few weeks, and without
library documentation, a single person could write and test a complete parallel
simulation application.

Flexibility and independence from specific physics was demonstrated by hav-
ing various simulation client applications. The library was successfully com-
piled and used on Intel/Linux, Apple G5/OS X, IBM p690/AIX, NEC SX-
5/SUPER-UX, and AMD Opteron/Linux.

Parallel scaling and e"ciency were assessed in the test cases presented in Sec-
tion 4 of this paper. All applications showed parallel e"ciencies comparable to
the present state of the art and favorable run-times on large systems. More-
over, vectorization as tested on the NEC SX-5 computer demonstrated the
suitability of the ppm library for vector architectures. Ongoing work involves
extension of the library to discrete atomistic, mesoscale and hybrid systems
as they are simulated by partile methods.

The absence of suitable parallel libraries has prevented so far the widespread
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Figure 1: Scheme of the PPM layer sitting between MPI and the user’s client applications.
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